We consider a model combining technicolor with the top quark condensation. As a concrete model for Technicolor we use the Minimal Walking Technicolor, and this will result in the appearance of a novel fourth generation whose leptons constitute a usual weak doublet while the QCD quarks are vectorlike singlets under the weak interactions. We carry out an analysis of the mass spectra and precision measurement constraints, and find the model viable. We contrast the model with present LHC data and discuss the future prospects.
I. INTRODUCTION
The Standard Model (SM) of the elementary particle interactions is known to describe nature at the level of current observations. However, SM is believed to be an incomplete theory, mainly, because we can not explain the origin of the observed mass patterns of the matter fields, how many generations of the matter fields there are or why there is en excess of matter over antimatter. There are many continuing efforts to work out these mysteries. One possible paradigm is to explain the Higgs mechanism in the SM is by the strong coupling gauge theory dynamics. Along this line, technicolor (TC) was proposed [1] (for reviews, see [2] [3] [4] ). Here the electroweak symmetry breaking is due to the condensation of new matter fields called technifermions. Unfortunately, the old fashioned but simple TC model based on the QCD-like gauge theory dynamics is incompatible with the electroweak precision data at the LEP experiments [5] . Recently, we have introduced TC models that are compatible with the electroweak precision data [6, 7] . In these TC models, technifermions transform in higher representation under the TC gauge group, and these models naturally lead to a walking behavior [8] [9] [10] [11] of the technicolor coupling constant, thanks to a nontrivial infrared fixed point [12] . Many groups are studying via first principle calculations whether the nonperturbative gauge theory dynamics underlying the proposed walking TC models [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] . Among several such walking TC models one of the most promising candidates is the minimal walking Technicolor (MWT) model. The matter content of MWT is two Dirac flavors of technifermions in the adjoint representation of the SU(2) TC gauge group. When gauged under the electroweak interactions, one must cancel the Witten anomaly arising due to the odd number of techniquark doublets. In order to cancel this anomaly, a fourth generation of leptons is introduced into the model. With this particle content, the MWT model overcomes the obstacles arising from the electroweak precision tests [7] . It is interesting to note that perhaps anomaly cancellation in a more complete underlying theory may provide hints on the number of fermion generations [23] .
For explaining various mass patterns of the known matter fields within a TC framework, a wellknown approach is the extended TC (ETC) [24] , in which the technifemions and the SM fermions are embedded into a larger gauge group (G ETC ). In ETC, after G ETC breaks down to the TC gauge group and the technifermion condensation is triggered by the TC gauge dynamics, the SM fermions obtain their masses via the massive ETC gauge bosons coupled with the technifermion condensates. If an ETC gauge group breaks sequentially, this model may explain the observed mass hierarchies of the SM fermions [25, 26] . However, it is hard to explain a large top quark mass, or more precisely, a top-bottom mass splitting. To address this particular issue, an alternative to ETC, the top quark condensation model, was proposed in a form of the low energy effective model [27] [28] [29] [30] . This model was then completed by a topcolor model where, generically, a gauge group SU (3) QCD × U (1) Y of the SM is typically extended to G topC =SU(3) 1 ×SU(3) 2 ×U(1) Y 1 ×U(1) Y 2 [31] . A model which combines TC/ETC and topcolor dynamics has been proposed [32] , and several groups are pursuing model building along this line [33, 34] . We can regard this type of models as a kind of low scale TC [35] [36] [37] [38] , which may explain [39] the observed excess in the dijet invariant mass in the W + jets events reported by the CDF collaboration [40] .
Recently we have proposed a new possibility of a model, in which we combined the MWT model and the top quark condensation [41] . This model is one of top seesaw assisted TC models. The dynamics of top quark condensation was taken to be similar as in the top seesaw model [42] [43] [44] . A main new feature in our model with respect to earlier work is that in addition to explaining the mass patterns of the heavy SM fermions, it predicts a hybrid fourth generation. This means that the new leptons transform as chiral fermions under the electroweak gauge group, but there are also new QCD quarks transforming as vector-like fermions under this group.
Many aspects of a sequential fourth generation have been studied earlier [45] . For example, it has been shown that a sequential fourth generation can be accommodated by the electroweak precision data [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] [51] and that the fourth generation quarks help to describe the current experimental data on CP violation and rare decays of B mesons better within the CKM-paradigm [52] [53] [54] [55] [56] . The fourth generation leptons have been discussed in various contexts [56] [57] [58] [59] [60] [61] [62] [63] [64] . Finally, it has been pointed out that the sequential fourth generation model can trigger the electroweak symmetry breaking [65] [66] [67] [68] . However, a non-sequential fourth generation is a less investigated option, which would arise naturally due to internal consistency of some other beyond the SM sector [23, 69] . In the previous work [41] , we have described the dynamics of this hybrid fourth generation model and discussed several constraints coming from the experiments. In this paper we will formulate the dynamics in the language of the effective theory which will allow us to compare the hybrid fourth generation model with the current electroweak precision data and discuss also recent results from the LHC.
II. AN OVERVIEW OF THE MODEL AND DYNAMICS
We consider a model termed model B in [41] , which combines the MWT model and top quark condensation.
The SU(3) c ×U(1) Y of SM is in this model embedded into G =SU(3) 1 ×SU(3) 2 ×U(1) Y 1 ×U(1) Y 2 . To see how the fourth generation matter fields originate, consider the charge assignments of the technicolor fields: In MWT the SU(2) L doublet technifermion (Q L ) has Y (Q L ) = 1/6 under the U(1) Y 2 gauge symmetry. Therefore, in order to cancel the Witten and gauge anomalies in the technicolor sector, we add one SM-like SU(2) L doublet of leptons. Moreover, in this model, the third generation quarks are assumed to obtain their masses only by the seesaw mechanism after some condensations are triggered, but other quarks obtain their masses mainly by ETC interactions with the technifermion condensates. This mechanism is the same as in the top quark seesaw model [42] [43] [44] . When we concentrate on the non-technicolored new matter sector, there are one SM-like chiral lepton doublet and two vector-like extra quarks. In this sense, we call it a hybrid fourth generation -model. A most minimal model consists of particles in Table I . Techniquarks of the MWT sector are denoted by Q L , T R and B R , while the fourth generation leptons, required to exist by the internal consistency of the MWT model, by L R . The usual SM fields are Q (3) /L (3) denoting the third generation and Q (i) /L (i) (i = 1, 2) the first and second generation quarks/leptons; the "SM" in the charge assignments shown in the table represents the ordinary SM charge values. Finally, the fields U (4) and D (4) are the fourth generation QCD quarks transforming as vector-like fermions under the EW gauge symmetry.
We consider the case that SU(3) 1 gauge coupling (h 1 ) is stronger than SU(3) 2 gauge coupling (h 2 ), i.e. the ratio cot θ = h 1 /h 2 is larger than one. Furthermore, we consider the U(1) Y 1 gauge coupling (h 1 ) to be stronger than the U(1) Y 2 gauge coupling (h 2 ), which implies that the ratio cot θ = h 1 /h 2 is larger than one. In the notation introduced above, the QCD coupling and hypercharge U(1) Y couplings are given by g QCD = h 1 sin θ = h 2 cos θ and g Y = h 1 sin θ = h 2 cos θ . (1, 2, 3) are the first,second and third generations quarks/leptons of the SM, and "SM" in the columns for quantum numbers stands for the ordinary SM charge. All fermions are represented in terms of the weak gauge eigenbasis.
The breaking pattern G →SU(3) QCD ×U(1) Y , assumed to occur at some energy µ v weak , leads to the appearance of 8 + 1 massive gauge bosons. The eight massive gauge bosons associated with the breaking of SU(3) 1 × SU(3) 2 are called "colorons " and denoted with G . The one massive gauge boson associated with the breaking of U(1) 1 ×U(1) 2 is denoted with Z . Their masses are denoted, respectively by M G and M Z . At low energies, the interactions via colorons or Z exchange lead to effective four fermion interactions which we will write down explicitly below. Then we can divide the model into three parts, which are the SM part, the MWT part and the four fermion interaction part. We concentrate on the four fermion sector, and we neglect the first and second family fermions for simplicity. We assume that the masses of all leptons in this model as well as the masses of light quarks are explained by some underlying ETC dynamics operating at much higher scales and we aim to explain dynamically only the mass patterns of the third and fourth quark generations.
The exchange of a heavy coloron, G , gives
where f ∈ SU (3) i stands for SU (3) i charged fermions, while the exchange of a heavy Z gives
where
shows hypercharge of f under the U (1) Y i . Now we concentrate on the parts derived from the more strongly interacting sectors SU (3) 1 and U (1) Y 1 , and we assume that the contributions from the more weakly interacting gauge sector is negligible in comparison to the stronger sector contributions.
Applying Fiertz rearrangements to Eqs. (1) and (2), we obtain the four fermion interactions which can be divided into two parts as
and
where the dimensionless couplings are given by
The essential point, which leads to the desired seesaw mechanism for the heavy quark masses is, that in this model, after G →SU(3) QCD ×U(1) Y symmetry breaking, we are allowed to add SM gauge invariant mass terms
Qualitatively, in order to realize the top-bottom mass splitting after the condensate formation, the parameters in Eq.(11) need to have some hierarchy; this is where the seesaw mechanism enters. In our model we find, after fitting the physical masses of top and bottom quarks that M
, where Λ is the UV cutoff of the theory where the effective four fermion interactions should be matched onto the massive gauge boson exchange in the underlying theory.
Since our approach is bottom-up model building, the origin of these terms is left unspecified. For example, the M U/D terms could be induced by some underlying ETC interactions operating at yet higher scales in comparison to M G and M Z relevant for the breaking of SU(3) 1 ×SU(3) 2 .
We also require that there is no condensation of third generation leptons. This channel is controlled by the coupling
In order to set a theoretical constraint for κ 3 , κ 1 , we consider the criticality conditions of the couplings g (34) U , g together with the position of the Landau pole of the U (1) Y1 coupling, which we assume to be more strongly coupled of the two U (1) factors. For this purpose we consider the renormalization group equation (RGE) for the U (1) Y1 gauge coupling. At one loop, the RGE is given by
with
where µ < Λ UV . By definition, the Landau pole is reached at scale Λ L , where 1/α Y 1 (Λ L ) = 0. If we denote the scale of the symmetry breaking as Λ < Λ L , then
Since the low energy four-fermion coupling κ 1 is related to the gauge couplings of the U (1) Y1 and
The constraints on the parameter space (κ 3 , κ 1 ) are shown in Fig.1 . To obtain the desired pattern of condensations, we need the criticality conditions g (34) U/D > 1 to hold. We want to avoid condensation of third generation leptons, and hence we require that g 
The gap triangle for the present model. The region
R form their condensates in an area which is to the right of (ii) and below (iii). The two dashed lines represent constraints from a position of the Landau pole, Eq. (15), for ΛL/Λ = 10, 100 corresponding to the upper and lower lines.
III. EFFECTIVE LAGRANGIAN AND MASS SPECTRUM
In this section we will apply the analysis of [44] to our model. We consider mixing of all generations, and assume the seesaw mechanism for the generation of fourth and third generation quark masses.
A. Gap equation in general
In order to consider the dynamical contributions from all quark generations, we diagonalize the quark mass matrix as follows:
are unitary matices. Here u, d are the fermion fields in the mass eigenbasis and the corresponding mass eigenvalues will be written as m ui and m di . In terms of the mass basis, the gap equations, Eq. (9), are
B. Low energy effective Lagrangian
Since the dynamical aspects of the top seesaw sector are treated in the NJL model, we can use the fermion bubble sum approximation with L 4f S in Eq.(4) [29, 44 ] to obtain a low energy effective
In this section, we consider the low energy effective Lagrangian for the top seesaw sector in accordance with [44] and its mixing with the Technicolor sector.
First, we introduce the auxiliary higgs fields Φ
1,2 as Φ
1 ∼D
L . Then, by using these auxiliary fields we can rewrite L 4f S as
So, in this picture, if the criticality condition g
U/D > 1 is satisfied, the fields Φ 
1 .
If this U (1) A were an exact symmetry, its dynamical breaking by Σ U/D = 0 would result in an appearance of a problematic massless Nambu-Goldstone boson. In the framework of topcolor model, this symmetry is explicitly broken by the topcolor instanton effect [32] . This can be represented by a four fermion interaction of the form
which can be rewritten using
Here ab is the SU (2) antisymmetric tensor and in section.V we will set ξ = 10 −3 in accordance with [44] . Of course, this topcolor instanton effect affects also the gap equations. However if ξ ≤ 10 −3 , this effect is negligible [44] . Therefore, the full
Using the fermion bubble sum approximation [29, 44] , the low energy Lagrangian at µ < λ is
where the potential V (Φ 1 , Φ 2 ) is given by [44] 
Note that the higgs quartic coupling terms in Eq. (25) correspond to similar terms in a generic two Higgs doublets model [70] after identifying the couplings in [70] 
Then consider the low energy effective theory of the pseudo Nambu-Goldstone bosons (PNGBs) from the MWT described by the chiral Lagrangian based on the G/H = SU (4)/SO(4) [71] . We decompose the non-linear sigma model field U (x) for G global /H global as
are NGB fields. Here G and H denote the Lie algebra corresponding to G and H, respectively and the decay constant for these NBGs is
For the concrete expressions of the generators X a , see [71] . To simplify the notation, we will not explicate the variables x in what follows. The non-linear sigma fields U TC , ξ TC transform as
which transforms E → gEg T under G, and is invariant under H. The leading order chiral Lagrangian is
where the covariant derivative D µ U TC , is given by
Here W a µ , B µ are SM SU (2) L and U (1) Y gauge fields and g, g their gauge couplings. The 4 × 4 matrices L a and Y are given by
here σ a are the Pauli matrices, and y/2 is the hypercharge of the SU (2) L doublet technifermions . Out of the nine NGBs (Π TC ) in the MWT sector, three NGBs, denoted by π TC = π a TC X a (a = 1, 2, 3), will mix with the dynamical higgs bosons which arise as the composite objects of the 3rd and 4th family quarks. In order to consider this mixing, we first embed Φ i in a form of 4 × 4 matrix as
where Φ i (i = 1, 2) is as introduced in Eq. (25) . We should note that Σ i transforms under not full
Thus the mixing between the topseesaw sector and the MWT sector is [72] 
where c 1,2 ∼ O(1) are dimensionless parameters. The low energy effective theory is now specified by Eqs. (24), (28) and (32); the full potential is given by adding (32) to (25) . The stationary condition, 0 = δV /δΦ| Φi , results in
In addition to the vevs v 1 and v 2 of the top seesaw sector, we also have an electroweak symmetry breaking vev v TC arising from MWT sector. These satisfy the constraint v
2 ) , and then the above condition can be expressed as
To analyse the physical mass spectrum of the higgs bosons in the present model, we simplify the parameter space by assuming that the states arising from the technicolor sector are heavy in comparison with the states arising from the topcolor sector. This means that we can obtain the physical spectrum by expanding Eq. (25) 
Here the mass matrix of CP-odd neutral higgs boson fields (π 0 i ), including the neutral top-pion of the topcolor model, is
The mass matrix of charged higgs boson fields (π ± i ), which includes the charged top-pion, is
and the mass matrix of CP-even neutral higgs boson field (h
where we define tan β ≡ v 2 /v 1 . Among all higgs bosons, three fields are absorbed as the longitudinal modes of the electroweak gauge bosons. The remaining three CP-odd higgs boson fields, which we denote by A 0 , H ± , and two CP-even higgs bosons fields appear as the physical higgs bosons in the low energy spectrum. The CP-odd physical higgs bosons and would-be Nambu-Goldstone bosons are related to the original fields of the seesaw sector as
In this paper we consider a scenario where the physical low energy degrees of freedom arise dominantly from the top seesaw sector. Hence, we consider the NGBs π TC , arising from the MWT sector, to contribute to the mixing so that the NGBs absorbed by W ± , Z are represented by a linear combination of G i and π
The orthogonal linear combination − sin φ (cos βπ 1 + sin β) π 2 + cos φπ TC we take to be heavy and decoupled.
The masses of the physical CP-odd higgs bosons are the non-zero eigenvalues of the matrices
As to the CP-even higgs bosons sector, we define tan 2α
Then the two mass eigenstates are represented by
and the corresponding mass eigenvalues are
It is convenient to rewrite [M 
We note that as v
, with tan φ = 0 we reproduce the results of the top quark seesaw model in [44] .
All these mass formulas are expressed in terms of the low energy effective theory fields and parameters. However, by construction, the mass parameters (M 2 11,22,12 ) and quartic couplings (λ b,t,tb ,λ t,b ) of the effective theory can be related to the parameters of the underlying ultraviolet theory by the direct computation of the two-point functions of the higgs shown in Fig. 2 (a) , and four-point functions of the higgs shown in Fig. 2 (b) .
Also the low energy fields Φ i and couplings y i in the low energy Lagrangian are related to corresponding nonrenormalized fields Φ Here we have assumed m di m d4 , m ui m u4 for i = 1, 2, 3. Consequently, the component fields in Eq. (20) and their vacuum expectation values are also renormalized, e.g. h
. In terms of these variables, the dynamical fermion masses
As stated earlier, we may safely ignore the topcolor instanton effects for the gap equations (45), (46), (47), (48), (49) together with Eqs. (B.10),(B.11),(B.12). These masses, as well as the fourth generation quarks masses, m t ,b , are determined for given values the parameters tan β, tan φ, ξ, Λ with the criticality condition g U/D > 1.
IV. OBLIQUE CORRECTIONS: S AND T PARAMETERS
Representing the self energy of the electroweak gauge bosons as Π
where XY = +−, 33, 3Y , the Peskin-Takeuchi S, T -parameters [5] are given by
In the present model the contributions from sectors beyond the SM are
where the first five terms on the right hand side correspond to, from left to right, the contributions of the fourth leptons, the contributions of the fourth quarks, the contributions of the technicolor sector, the higgs contributions and coloron and Z contirbutions. The last term ∆ S,T is
). In the present paper we use ∆ S,T as defined in Appendix C of [73] (and denoted by H S (H T ) for S (T ) there).
Fourth generation fermions contribution
The leading contributions to the S, T parameters from the fourth generation leptons are [46, 74] 
where we do not consider a mixing between the fourth generation leptons and the other three generation leptons, and we take the fourth generation leptons heavy, x N x νi and x E x ei where
On the other hand, since we consider the mixing for quark sectors, following [74] , the one-loop contributions from the fourth generation quarks sector are given by
W and the functions ψ ν,e,u,d (x) are given by
and the functions χ + , θ + , f are given in Appendix C.
Technicolor contribution
The technicolor contribution is due to the minimal walking technicolor model [6, 7] . This is a walking technicolor theory whose strong coupling gauge theory dynamics are nonperturbative. However, the perturbative one-loop formulae are often used to estimate the leading contributions to S, T -parameters, and we take this estimate as a guide also in this paper. Therefore, we obtain 
Moreover, the S-parameter indicates a decreasing tendency thanks to the walking dynamics [75] [76] [77] [78] [79] [80] [81] [82] . The value of S TC including an effect of the walking dynamics is estimated as ∼ S TC × 0.7 0.1 [76] . Due to the nonperturbative nature of these estimates we will allow for a broader range of values, S = 0.1, . . . 0.3, in the study of the electroweak precision constraints for the present model in section V.
Higgs contributions
The leading contributions to the S, T parameters from the dynamical higgs sector are given by [44, 46] 
and the functions F 0,2 , F 0 , θ + are given in Appendix C.
Coloron and Z contributions
We should also take into account the contributions to the EWPT observables from the massive gauge bosons Z and G . As one can see from Eqs. (1), (2), the leading contributions from Z and G to the self energy of the electroweak gauge bosons are given by left diagrams in Fig. 3 . Although The diagrams on the right show these diagrams after replacing the massive vector boson exchange by vector four fermion interactions and Fierz rearranging [83] . As a result, the diagrams correspond to the product of two one-loop diagrams.
these leading contributions are two-loop diagrams, they become a product of two one-loop diagrams after a Fierz rearrangement of the four fermion interaction corresponding to the exchange of a heavy vector boson [83] .
Among the four fermion interactions given by Eq. (4) and Eq. (5), the scalar four fermion interactions to the vacuum polarizations of the electroweak gauge bosons appear as ∝ q µ q ν , where q is the momentum of the electroweak gauge bosons. Hence, these do not contribute to the electroweak precision parameters. Due to this fact, we do not show G 1S,3S in Fig. 3 .
We will ignore the contribution from SU (3) 2 and U (1) .(1,2) . Moreover, even though the third generation leptons have U (1) Y 1 charge (see Table I ) their masses are smaller than the masses of u (3, 4) , d (3, 4) quarks, and hence we ignore also their contributions.
Let us now compute diagrams in Fig. 4 for a general case where figure) is a vector four fermion coupling which has a form as Fig. 4 is calculated as
and for a case with R ⊗ R, Fig. 4 is calculated as
and the functions F 0,1 are given in Appendix C. In the present model, one can express each G V in terms of quark mass eigenstates from Eqs. (5) and (16) . The resulting vertex coefficients are given in Table II . By substituting G V in Table. II and g L,R in Table. III into Eqs. (74) and (75), and summing over all quark generations in loops, we obtain each Π(q 2 ). For example, let us consider
For Π L 3Y (q 2 ) | u , one can read each g L,R from Table III as
four fermion operators −iG Thus we obtain
For all other Π(q 2 )s, it is easy to obtain a similar representation as Eq. (80). By substituting each result for Π(q 2 ) into Eqs. (54) and (55), we obtain S G ,Z and T G ,Z ; we do not present their formulas explicitly.
V. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section we perform the numerical calculations for the present model by using the results derived in previous sections. In this paper, we fix g 
which satisfies the criticality condition g U,D is dictated to lie above but near the critical value by the requirement to reproduce correct masses for the third generation quarks. The parameter κ 1 is constrained to lie in a narrow range κ 1 < 0.6 by the Landau pole constraint, and the results are not heavily affected by its value.
Moreover we assume that the quark mixing matrices Eq.(16) reflect the seesaw mechanism for the third and fourth generations. This implies that the third and fourth generation mixing will dominate these matrices. Thus, at the leading order, these matrices are [44] 
and similarly for D 
R , together with its hermitian conjugate, is combined with Eq. 
where m t = 172.9 GeV and m b = 4.2 GeV. We note that the above mixing matrices are only a leading approximation, and a more refined structures may be inferred from phenomenology. For example, in order to explain the Tevatron anomaly in the top quark forward backward asymmetry [84] by the model of this type, one may need a mixing between the light quarks and the heavy third generations quarks [85] . However, since these effects are subleading and we do not aim to explain the Tevatron anomaly quantitatively, we will use Eqs. (82) as the quark mixing matrices in our analysis here. Under these assumptions, and for given Λ = M G ,Z and topcolor instanton parameter ξ in section. III B, we now proceed to calculate numerically
• masses of the fourth generation quarks t , b by solving the gap equations Eqs. (17) and (18),
• dynamical higgs masses derived in section III B,
• the Peskin-Takeuchi S, T -parameters as given in section IV.
A. Dynamical results for mass spectrums of fourth generation quarks and higgs
When we substitute m t ,b given by Eq. (83) into the gap equations (17) and (18), the resulting equations depend only on θ This condition is more conveniently written as
). In this paper, we assume the walking technicolor sector has characteristics of a low scale technicolor model [35] [36] [37] [38] , meaning that we set tan φ ≤ 1. In the limit tan φ = 0, we obtain the original top quark seesaw model. Moreover, T G ,Z in the topcolor model becomes large and positive at Λ O(TeV) [83] , on the other hand, T 4q in the top seesaw model becomes large and negative at Λ O(TeV) [44] , so we can expect a cancellation between T G ,Z and T 4q at Λ O(TeV) if we take tan β = v 2 /v 1 ≤ 1. Specifically, we will consider two special cases tan φ = 0, 1 with tan β = 1 in the following.
In Fig.5 we show the numerical results for m t ,b and m t − m b , and in Fig.6 for m A 0 , m H ± , m h 0 and m H 0 when 2 TeV ≤ Λ ≤ 100 TeV, tan β = 1 and tan φ = 0, 1. We reproduce the results of [44] at the limit κ 1 = 0 and tan φ = 0 in our model. As tan φ → 0, mass splitting m t − m b becomes small at Λ O(TeV) and, due to the restoration of the custodial symmetry, m H ± m h 0 m H 0 at Λ O(TeV). We find that, as tan φ → 1, κ 1 tends to influence the mass splitting even if the cut-off scale is several TeV. From Fig.6 , we can see easily that dynamical higgs mass in the present model can be smaller than in the top quark seesaw model. In the present model, the light CP-even neutral higgs mass M h 0 is 400 − 500 GeV which is smaller than M h 0 = 700 − 900 GeV obtained in the top quark seesaw model. This is so due to the existence of the technicolor sector which allows v 
B. The Peskin-Takeuchi S, T -parameters
To consider the electroweak precision tests (EWPT), we need the constraints for Peskin-Takeuchi S, T, U -parameters [5] from the electroweak precision data. In this paper we use values in [87] as S = 0.03 ± 0.09 , T = 0.07 ± 0.08 ,
and a correlation ρ ST = 0.87 for a reference higgs mass m ref h = 117 GeV. Note that these values for S, T parameters differ with respect to [86] . This is because [87] fix U = 0, i.e. for a two parameter fit, while the estimation in [86] is for a three parameter fit. A fact that values in [87] are slightly larger than the results for three parameters fit [87] .
In our model, there are several sources contributing to the precision parameters, and to understand various effects we consider different contributions separately before presenting the full analysis. In Fig.7 , we show S 4q + S higgs + S G ,Z for 2 TeV ≤ Λ ≤ 50 TeV, and also the corresponding contribution to the T parameter. In the evaluation of these quantities we use the dynamical results obtained in previous sections. In addition, for comparison, we also show S 4q + S higgs and S G ,Z (and the corresponding contributions to the T parameters) in Fig.7 . From these figures we see, as we had expected, that the massive gauge boson contribution cancels with a large contribution from the dynamical seesaw sectors, i.e. vector-like quarks and the resultant higgs contributions for T parameter. As to the S-parameter, the massive gauge bosons contributions are smaller than the contributions from the dynamical seesaw sectors. Unfortunately, a total value of the S parameter coming from the topcolor sectors is too large for a low Λ; a result already obtained in [44] . But, in the present model, there are the fourth family leptons which can make a negative contribution to the S parameter for a suitable mass difference between N (4) and E (4) . In Fig.8 , we show total S, T -parameters in the present model. In this figure, the solid (dashed) ellipsis, obtained from Eq (85) Fig.6(a) , that the allowed mass region is given by 395 GeV < ∼ m A 0 < ∼ 490 GeV in a case of the top quark seesaw model with tan β = 1 and ξ = 10 −3 . We note that relative to the accuracy of the precision data, the largest uncertainty is in the Sparameter of the Technicolor sector. However, as we have shown, our model features several other sources to S and T , which are perturbatively under control. Hence, the analysis presented in this section will be useful in indicating how the model parameters can be used to assess the viability of the model if the contributions from the technicolor sector can be determined more precisely by using, say, lattice simulations. 
C. R b constraint
In the present model, we should take into consideration a constraint for Zbb-vertex since, in general, this constraint is stronger than the constraint on the S, T -plane in the top quark seesaw model [44] . In this paper it is enough to consider only the quark sector although the dynamical higgs sector contributes to the Zbb-vertex at the one-loop level. This is so since the latter contribution is large when H ± is light as m H ± 200GeV [88] , which is not the case in the scenarios we consider; see e.g. Fig.6 . Therefore it is enough to consider only the tree level contribution to the Zbb-vertex in the present paper.
The experimental value of
It is convenient to divide
The quantity ∆R b then encapsulates the contribution from the new physics (NP), and is represented as
The experimental data constrains its value as Eq. (88) is derived straightforwardly from [90] and g b L,R is the SM tree level value given by
In the present model, a contribution to the Zbb-vertex is given by [44] 
where e = √ 4πα with α 1/128. We show the resulting constraint in the (Λ, sin θ b L )-plane for the present model in Fig.9 . The solid line shows the dynamical solution sin θ b L (Λ) obtained from the model, while the dashed horizontal line corresponds to the 2σ constraint on R b ; the shaded region above this line is excluded. We can read off from Fig.9 that the lower bound is (Λ, m A ) = (28.6TeV, 907GeV) for (tan β, tan φ) = (1, 0) and (Λ, m A ) = (21.5TeV, 628GeV) for (tan β, tan φ) = (1, 1). Comparing these results with the EWPT parameters results as shown in Fig.8 illustrates the fact that R b constraint is stronger than the EWPT constraints in this type of models [44] . We find that in the case with (tan β, tan φ) = (1, 0) there are no overlap between EWPT parameters constraint and the R b constraint. However, in the case with (tan β, tan φ) = (1, 1) there are allowed overlap: e.g. 628 GeV ≤ m A ≤ 2.53 TeV corresponding to 21.5 TeV ≤ Λ ≤ 100 TeV thanks to the existence of the fourth family leptons with with (m N , m E ) = (100 GeV, 260 GeV).
Note that these results may be sensitive to the contribution from the vector mesons in the MWT sector as shown in [91, 92] . However, these results were derived for effective theory defined on the coset space SU (2) L × SU (2) R /SU (2) V while G/H in the MWT is SU (4)/SO(4). 
D. LHC phenomenology
In this section we consider the model in light of present and future LHC data. The mass of the color octet vector boson is given by M G = Λ, and at 95% C.L. M G > 3.32 TeV [93] . Hence, the 4th family quarks are constrained by m t > 900 GeV and m b > 700 GeV for tan β = tan φ = 1, as we can read off from Fig.5 . These constraints for the 4th family quark masses are consistent with m t > 422 GeV at 95% C.L.
[94], m t > 450 GeV at 95% C.L.
[95] and m b > 361 GeV at 95% C.L. [96] . On the other hand, the lightest PNGBs of the model may be discovered in the LHC data when considering the SM higgs boson production via the gluon fusion and decay into two photons [103, 104] . We consider next this possibility.
In the model spectrum there are two objects which can be discovered in the same decay mode as the SM higgs boson: the lightest CP-odd neutral PNGB A 0 or the lightest CP-even neutral boson h 0 , which are composed of 3rd and 4th family quarks. To study this possibility, we set parameters as (tan φ, tan β) = (0.5, 0.66) with ξ = 1.5 × 10 −5 . We take this choice of parameters simply as an example to illustrate the viability of the model in light of recent LHC data, and leave a more thorough scan of the parameter space for future work. With this choice of parameters we can solve the gap equations (17) and (18) only for 2.6 TeV ≤ Λ ≤ 80 TeV. We show the S, T parameters constraint and R b constraint for these cases in Fig.10 . The 99.73% C.L. allowed region by the Peskin-Takeuchi S, T -parameters (left panels in Fig.10 ) is 14.6TeV ≤ Λ ≤ 80TeV which corresponds to 56 GeV ≤ m A ≤ 262 GeV for (m N , m E ) = (100 GeV, 220 GeV). The allowed region by the R b constraints is 32.5 TeV ≤ Λ which corresponds to 117 GeV ≤ m A . Thus, in the present model with these parameters, the allowed region for m A is 117 GeV ≤ m A ≤ 262 GeV. In this range, mass of the lightest CP-even higgs: h 0 is 336 GeV ≤ m h ≤ 390 GeV. Next, we will consider how this spectrum of light A 0 and h 0 is constrained by the LHC results for the SM higgs. On one hand, the SM-higgs boson whose mass with in this range quoted above, decays mainly to W W/ZZ. Hence, we should compare the h 0 with the results for the SM-higgs search in h → W W → lνjj at the ATLAS [97] , h → W W → lνlν channel at the CMS [98] and h → ZZ → 4l channel at the ATLAS [99] and the CMS [100]. On the other hand, similarly to the ordinary two higgs doublet model, the A 0 here does not have any coupling with W W/ZZ at the tree level, so it is natural to concentrate only on the A 0 → γγ channel. Thus with the above parameter choices, we consider the ratios defined as
In the SM, Γ(h SM → gg) is given by [101] Γ
and we will use the values of Br(h SM → X) given in [102] . The total decay widths, Γ tot (ϕ) for m ϕ < 2m t ,b ( few TeV) are given by
The decay widths appearing in above equations are explicitly given in Appendix D.
In Fig.11 , with model parameters (tan φ, tan β) = (0.5, 0.66) with ξ = 1.5 × 10 −5 and within the region allowed by Fig.10 , we show in panel (a) the results for the dynamical higgs masses with respect to m A (GeV) in the range 117 GeV ≤ m A ≤ 262GeV, and in panel (b) the branching ratio Br(h → X) with respect to m h (GeV) in the range 336 GeV ≤ m h ≤ 390 GeV. As one can see from Fig.11(a) , in the present case, h 0 can decay mainly into
Moreover, as one can read off from Fig.11(b Based on above results, we show R gg→h→W W/ZZ with the allowed range of m h in Fig.12 . In the present case, gluon fusion process is enhanced compared with the SM higgs case, κ (17) and (18) (tan φ, tan β) = (0.5, 0.66) and ξ = 1.5 × 10 −5 . In Fig.13 , we show R gg→A→γγ in the present case together with the 95% C.L. observed upper limit on R gg→hSM→γγ at the ATLAS [103] and the CMS [104] . This means that the excess around 126 GeV of only γγ-channel in the ATLAS and CMS data implies a signal of neutral top-pion i.e. CP-odd higgs A 0 in the present model since the neutral toppion is EW-gaugephobic. In addition, in a generic walking TC theory it is possible that the low energy spectrum contains a techni-dilaton [9] , and this may mainly decay into γγ [105] . Further analysis can be carried out by taking into consideration contributions from both light PNGBs from the Technicolor sector as well as the techni-dilaton in the context of our model. . The upper/black solid line corresponds to Rgg→A→γγ in the present model, the lower/red solid line corresponds to 95% C.L. observed upper limit on R gg→h→γγ in the SM higgs boson decay into two photons at the ATLAS [103] and the dotted/blue line corresponds to 95% C.L. observed upper limit on R gg→h→γγ at the CMS [104] .
implies the point at Λ = 35.3 TeV corresponding to (mA, m h ) = (126 GeV, 338 GeV).
VI. CONCLUSIONS
We have considered a model where electroweak symmetry breaking is due to top seesaw and technicolor dynamics, and which also contains novel matter fields with quantum numbers of SM matter fields. Hence, as an interesting aside, this model serves as an example of a model with a new type of hybrid fourth generation: while the leptons of the fourth generation transform as usual chiral fermions under the weak gauge group, the QCD quarks of the fourth generation transform as vectorlike fermions. We have carried out a full phenomenology analysis of this model and established the spectrum as well as the constraints from the oblique corrections and Zbb-vertex. We also discussed implications of this model in light of present and future LHC data. In particular we have showed that the excess in γγ-channel recently observed at the LHC could be explained as due to decay of a light CP-odd Higgs boson of this model.
Our model can be viewed as a low energy effective theory for the composite states arising from the strong dynamics underlying the top seesaw and technicolor, together with a hybrid fourth generation matter. As an explicit microscopic realization we have considered a consistent extension of Minimal Walking Technicolor (MWT).
Several novel features have been uncovered by our analysis. As in the original MWT model, the fourth generation leptons play an essential role. First, they provide a clear phenomenological signatures, and, second, they enter the precision constraints and are important for the viability of the model. In the present model, which extend the MWT model to account also for the masses of heavy quarks, the SM like fourth generation lepton doublet is accompanied by vectorlike fourth generation of QCD quarks. Hence, this model is very different from the usual extensions of the SM with a sequential fourth generation. We determined the plausible mass spectra for this hybrid fourth generation.
The scalar sector is richer than in MWT, since here, in addition to the Technicolor compositeness, there are five physical composite higgs particles which arise due to the dynamical condensates between third and fourth generation QCD quarks. We determined the mass spectrum of these new scalars. In addition there will be additional scalars from the MWT degrees of freedom and also states of higher spin. In this paper we have taken these to be heavy and decoupled from the low energy spectrum, and only considered the effect of technicolor through its contribution to the electroweak symmetry breaking condensate.
In light of early data from LHC, strong dynamics remains as a viable explanation as the mechanism of the electroweak symmetry breaking to be uncovered in further measurements at the LHC. Any technicolor model requires an extension towards the generation of masses for the (B)SM matter fields. Hence, these type of models are likely to receive further attention in the future.
Appendix A: The EW gauge interaction of quarks In the present model, the fourth generation leptons are chiral representation under the electroweak gauge group. On the other hand, the fourth generation QCD quarks are in vector representations under the electroweak gauge group. So, the leptons kinetic terms are identical to the ones in the ordinary SM. However, the fourth generation quark gauge interactions are different from the SM, and we have . By using the rotation matrix in Eq. (16), these interactions can be represented in terms of the mass basis. The resulting vertices are shown in Table. III where P L,R = (1 ∓ γ 5 )/2 and the matrices V, U, D are given by
4β , (A.5) which are not necessarily unitary. Similarly, for the quartic couplings λ t,b and λ 1,2 we obtain through the computation of Fig.2 (b) the relations 
